
11 instant confidence boosters 

Ok, so let’s face it, like 95% of why your voice is shaky or you speak too fast or mumble has
absolutely nothing to do with voice technique. This is good news, because other than training
your voice for years, there is something that you can do right now that will have an immediate
effect on the way you speak or sing - guaranteed.

Breathe - take a moment to really connect to your breath. Depending on the time available to
you - close your eyes, breathe in deeply and breathe out slowly. You can set your timer for 5
minutes and put on some meditative music while you do that. Or just take 10 deep breaths
and feel how your nerves immediately calm down.
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Ground yourself - you can connect this exercise with your breath. Either standing up or sitting
down, really feel your feet on the ground. Imagine yourself as a tree growing roots into the
ground and branches in the air. Feel supported by the floor beneath your feet.

Listen to music - you can either listen to calming music during the breathing and grounding
exercises. Or generally to soothing music to make you feel more calm. Or you could listen to
songs that boost your energy, that lift your spirits and make you naturally feel in a good mood.

Dance - as we are already listening to uplifting music, why not bust a move? Dancing or
movement in general is a great way to improve your anxiety, feel empowered and connected
to yourself and your voice.

Powerpose - take a stance like Wonderwoman or Superman and stay in that pose for 2
minutes. This is preparatory work, I don’t mean that you should stand like this in front of your
audience - you can of course, but this is up to you. Power poses actually change our hormone
levels and make you feel more confident naturally.

Dress for success - clothes do make a difference in how we feel about ourselves and about
being seen or heard. So shower, put on clothes that make you FEEL empowered (you can also
use music while you get dressed), put on make-up (if you want) and see how your confidence
is immediately improved. I have to stress though, if you feel like you need to look a certain
way or focus on how your pants don’t fit you anymore - this will take away confidence. So
wear the outfit that makes you feel amazing in exactly the body you have right now - and if
you don’t have that, go buy one. You deserve it!
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... to get you showing up and share your true voice

Look at the bigger picture - think about who will be helped by you sharing your voice. Who
will you inspire just by showing up? Who really needs to hear from you, because you have
valuable information, inspiration or art that will make a difference today. And what happens if
you don’t show up?



Look at your bigger plan -  think about your general goals in terms of sharing your voice. Do
you want to speak on podcasts? Record Youtube videos? Go live on Social Media or hold more
presentations at work? I really advise you to make some goals and then see each
“performance” as one step towards voice confidence. You don’t get better without practice
and even the worst performance will teach you and help you progress. And even the most
amazing performer in the world had to start somewhere.

Use the power of Mantras - you could say or chant a mantra like: 
My voice matters
I am loved
What I have to say matters 
I am strong and confident

Moment of Excellence - think back to a situation where you felt super confident, like your
graduation or a memory of your childhood. Take a moment to close your eyes and visualise
this scene. Feel exactly like you felt back then, see what you saw, hear what you heard.
Really put yourself completely into that situation and let the confidence wash over you

Think ABUNDANCE - when we feel like nobody wants to hear our voice or that we are not
good enough, we have a scarcity mindset. The feeling of scarcity is contracting our body,
whereas the image of abundance can make us feel relaxed, allowed to take up space and
generally more confident about ourselves and who we are.

I hope these tips were useful to you! I would love to hear your thoughts or
your experiences. If you want to work with me, you can go to
www.sonjanannan.com and book a 30 minute chat with me that is free of
charge. 

With so much love, joy and light, 

Sonja
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